CHURCHLAND Paul COLOR Vision UCSD Jan 13 2012

intro by Paul Skokowski 

fall lectures in CEC were about Pain;
now lectures on color experience and
 the central problem of consc  will be discussed next week by john searle  and donovan wishon
david papineau  end of month...

more talks on color next quarter  and neural implants, next quarter.

speaker today will talk for 45 mins or so...

PC = Paul Churchland  uses  viewgraphs  (had to borrow machine)...

his next book is Plato's Camera...

H-J  opponens processing network to explain varieties of color experience...  HJ = Hurvich-Jameson.

he wants to resist the antireductive arguments frequently made by the likes of

Nagel, Chalmers who claim that neurosci will never explain color. 

This is one instance in which existing neurosci does a great job of explaining the phenomena.

u will never see these colors on the surface of an actual object,
 but they are predicted by H-J theory

space of color sensations...  he shows a double spindle with a tilted equator...
(two cones... one upside down glued at their bases.

white at top vertex of one cone and
black at bottom vertex...of the upside down cone.

equatorial plane (a circle) has  bright  colors... biggest  diameter x-section
at top cone are =r  pastels  (washed out) and
at bottom are the darkest, deepest saturated  colors  in successively smaller diameter  circles..

he tries to use this to explain the organization of human perceived color space...

slide:  at top r  color opponent cells:  V4  opponent cells
a tug of war btwn  blue and yellow  and green vs red  and white vs black

retinal cone cells...  are
 blue = short = 0.45 microns = 450 nanos
green  medium 0.53 micron
long= red = 0.56 microns

looking eg at the red/green cell... when it is heavily driven  by red  , then u c  red...
when more heavily driven by green, then u c green... a tug of war...

and finally  white vs  black  gets input from all the cells (to get white)  and
 the tug of war is against the background (which is black)

it will be surprising how much such a simple story can explain...

example one....  yel = blue  and red=green then what u see is black

depends on  three vectors  (YB  RG  and WB)  how strong is each... that determines  what u c.

if  WB = 0  and  YB = RG  then u c black... etc....
*****

he shows it in vector space...  iit's  a 3d  trapezoid  and round off the corners ... 
looks like an ice cube tilted...

it gives u the whole color  space..

he shows the  middle, equatorial  circle in the middle of the double spindle...

munsell  looked at this in 1880 or so..

this is success number 1 of this model...

So,  hurvich-jameson  network = HJ  network...

activation  triples  these are just  3 element  activation vectors)

consider a piece of chalk,  writing paper  50%, 50%,  90%  =  RG YBl WB

how abt  cherries, red blood  etc... will be  90% at the RG  element...

second success...

virtue  number 3 of the HJ network... 
gives an explanation of color constancy even tho background illumination
changes with the path of the sun...

same with entering  nightclub with red lights inside....

cares less abt  absolute  levels of red, eg, than  abt  ratios...

light in a deep rainforest  is v weak compared to desert int he middle of the afternoon.

but then leave nightclub  and go outside... for 15 minutes  get  after-effect...

stare at RED for along time...  V4  codes for colors...  (semir  zeki... did work  on this)

if  red is constantly there, it wears out (fatigues) the red  firing cell and it  settles back to  normal firing...

then with an after image  u will see  green  (moves toward the center of the circle.)

we do an experiment... staring at a red  circle for >20 secs then
 fixate on a blank square with an x in it and u c  a green afterimage...


same with blue... works really well with  blue... stare at it for  >  5 seconds and u c  yellow after image
see the antipodal color  as an after image...  HJ  predicts this... even predicts WHY it happens

he remembers  looking at XMAS tree with red lites  when he  was age 6,
 then looking away to see green after images...

stare at  pink  circle  then look at a pink square  and it looks  GRAY!!!!


BUT  do same thing then look at a white square and uc  GREEN

stare at BLUE  then look at blue  and it moves toward GRAY...

53  different colors to stare at  and 53  colors then to fixate on 
 to see after images  = 53 * 53 predictions...


this is success number 6  !!!

****
suppose i fatigue  on yellow  and burn out the neurons in V4  that code for them

then look at an aboslute black  surface...  it cannot go  down  further... it will go outside the spindle
to an impossibley dark blue...

network predicts it will be  as dark as the darkest
 possible black but it be shifted toward blue...
but how can tht be?


so stare at yellow circle, then stare at black square and
 you get a stygian  blue  - very deep blue circle after image....

also works for the others... eg fatigue on red the stare at  a black target square

success #7  was this!

****

can also get to that same point by fatiguing on white and
 then looking at blue to get to the stygian yellow after image

****
if there r strange colors at the floor (at black level)
how abt  the white  (highest) level

fatigue on RED  then  stare at white and u get self-luminous 
 green  hyper white  (like a lase green)

*****

fatigue on turquoise  then look at  orange background
 and u get hyperbolic  (really orange, orange)

******

success # 9

have an explanation  in HJ  theory...

systemic corespondence with 3 element activation vectors...

good old fashioned identity theory  with this.

QA Session afterward...

Q  how do u know that what u c is the same as what i see?
eg,   is my hyperbolic orange, the same as yours...

A (Paul)  I look with electrodes  at ur  HJ  neurons  and find that u r color blind cuz of what i find...

OR  how abt  spectrum inversion  (when i see red, u r seeing green)

do a switcheroo under anesthesia (switch input neurons surgically)  and
 wake u up and u will see the opposite..

eg  suppose u hate red room but love green rooms 
 that will gave us a grip on that...

he says... bring on david chalmers...

Q2  (Steven Zenith) comment: u showed some entertaining examples, but what did u show...??
and u showed predictable functions and functional network,
but r u now suggesting  that this is the basis of color sensation?
but this says nothing abt  nonlocality of ...
A i did not address location aspect..

comment  jelly fish have some color sensitivity but do not have networks like this...

Paul Answers:  all u can ever do in science is to discover  conformal strucutres... 
eg  temperature and molecular motion... that's all science gives u.
****

Prof Brian Wandell 
(relates history of color vision theory)
Hurvechichs  really admired  Ewald  Herring (German physiologist, 19 century)
Herring attributed this to  the photo pigments  in the retina... but photo pigments
do NOT have those properties...

Hurvechs worked on this in the early 50s at Kodak

guy in Caracas  put electrodes in  goldfish  retina.
then  Russ De Valois  saw this in the LGN

Semir Zeki and Land...   Land Retinex  theory  really depends on photoreceptors..

cannot do this...

brian wandell describes... putting pressure on eyeball to deprive retina of blood then give flash of light to the ischemic retina
(u will not c it cuz ur blind) then release  finger  and u will c an after image that may be due to retinal photoreceptors...

*******

PC answer:  could work in the LGN  (besides  V4)
Q  brian suggests... fatiguing with one eye then look for the after image with the other eye (to rule out retinal origin)
clearly if u c  after image, its  not in  retina, if looking with other eye.

brian w emphasizes that its an empirical question...

Q (frank heile)  question abt   Edwin Land  theory... gave up one dimension and used only 2...

land claimed that there were only 2 color dimensions... not right...
but he had compelling demos and they were all the rage...  Answers Prof Wandell.

***

Q  (Ken Taylor  what wud chalmers say?  a la the hard problem

chalmers "all u've discovered is  correlations"
Paul C says  thats all u ever get... just a rising mountain of correlations...

he says how r u going to explain  LIGHT...  what?, in terms of compass needles  and sparks and electron orbitals  etc.

his new book is plato's camera...  all we've got is reduction and correlation...

how abt heat to caloric fluid  in the industrial  era in 19th century...

ken taylor comment:  how is this advancing our understanding..
A:  very detailed  conformation of HJ theory and color perception  gives more detailed  theory and prediction and
that's the only way the identity theory wins...

John Perry comment:  about as compelling a story as you can get.

****

wine and cheese after:
Steven Zenith comment: non-locality of computation;
he works on parallel computer systems...  can be  sequentialized.





